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Abstract
Each day more people use mobile devices and
public networks to connect to the Internet and access
data in corporate information systems. Cloud
computing has simplified many business operations
and also helped decrease operational costs, because
this new technology has created virtual working
spaces and eliminated the need for on-site
information systems. Software for mobile devices has
advanced greatly, but so has malicious code.
Statistical data shows that both the number of mobile
phone users and incidences of malware infections
are on the rise. Users are often unaware of the
threats in cyberspace and carelessly download free
software, and so they become the weakest links in
information security. Many software developers
haven’t yet standardized and certify all their
products, therefore, users must deal with information
security issues on their own. New protective
measures are constantly under development, but new
changes and adaptations will always be needed.
Corporations and other organizations will have to
implement efficient safety policies and continuously
educate employees how to avoid the potential risks of
cyberspace.

1. Introduction
Nowadays we are compelled to make decisions
and to act hastily therefore easy and uninterrupted
access to data and information is a necessity. This
can easily be achieved with the aide of modern
mobile devices (mobile telephones, notebooks, etc.),
wireless
connections,
centralized
corporate
information environments, and cloud computing.
Blended threats are most harmful when connections,
established through public networks, are used for
communication between mobile devices and the
cloud, and to access data in the cloud. Making use of
cloud computing and the Internet decreases the cost
of building and maintaining one’s own information
infrastructure, and also doesn’t require special
computer knowledge. Cloud technology mostly runs
automatically,
so
corporations
and
other
organizations don’t need to employ computer
scientists. These are reasons, why the number of
subjects opting for cloud computing is on the rise.
Company TechNavio published a report on their
home page in regard to the current number of cloud
users, and predicted that their number will rise by 42
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% in the coming years [1]. When organizations
transfer data to the cloud, they don’t need to employ
as many computer scientists as previously. This
impacts the transfer of knowledge from computer
specialists to other employees, and significantly
lowers awareness of information security issues.
Advanced technology, public access to the Internet,
and faster connections enable us to use mobile
devices to browse current news, email, transfer
money and utilize other possibilities. Knowing how
to efficiently and securely use all that modern
technology has to offer, can be an advantage in the
race for success in business and science. Information
technology can be a useful tool only if we know how
to use it correctly, and, if we succeed in protecting
our data. If the potential for information breaches
and theft of corporate or private data is minimal or
completely eliminated, then it is possible to maintain
credibility in the eyes of customers and business
partners.
Almost any modern mobile telephone can be used
to browse the Internet, manage email and work in a
virtual environment. Many employers leave open
their “virtual doors”, so that work is more flexible
and expedient, but this exposes the corporation’s
information system to a blend of threats, if it hasn’t
been appropriately protected. The corporation risks
losing data or having data stolen and misused; there
is also the danger of picking up computer viruses or
spyware. Certain software automatically transfers
data from a corporate information system or cloud to
a mobile telephone as soon as a user types in his
username and password. Another question is: Is it
truly possible to access data in the cloud at any time?
What about the issues of data security and privacy
policies? Can we trust software set by default which
runs automatically, without the user’s knowledge?
What is a program running in the background
actually doing? What becomes of credentials and the
access to data, if the telephone is stolen? The
telephone, after all, is storage for a variety of
important data, including data to access the domain
and server system [2].
When we started using wireless mobile
communication devices, we disposed of the “border”
between internal systems and the outer world. Today
the world is thoroughly covered by a
communications web: anyone can communicate with
whomever or read, collect, upload, and transfer data.
Easy access to data simplifies life and work, but is a
big risk in terms of information security. Developers
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of security software are seeking optimal methods for
analyzing and monitoring contents flowing through
communication channels. It can be expected that in
the future technology will be able to analyze Internet
traffic and complete information systems, based on
detection of deviations in routine processes. As for
the moment, there are no simple, transparent
solutions (at least not from the user’s point of view)
for protecting information systems from cyber
criminals. Risk can be minimized by applying
software to monitor Internet traffic [3], and by
installing hardware which regularly checks for
potential dangers [4]. Some companies that are
developing security software are already providing
advanced software for mobile devices [5] including
firewalls which monitor Internet traffic on mobile
devices and in corporate information systems [6].
Certain software enables corporations to define their
own internal safety guidelines for the use of mobile
devices [7]. Employees usually protect their access
to wireless networks with passwords [8]. Some
corporations have defined their own rules for
maintaining information security in the process of
acquiring the ISO 27001 certificate [9], [10].

2. Safe Usage of Mobile Devices and
Software
The rapid development and expansion of big
information systems, specifically cloud computing, is
followed by advancements in the technology of
mobile devices, and software for them [11]. Recently
the number of people using mobile telephones and
tablet personal computers has risen significantly
[12], [13]. According to the 2010 report published by
IDC global sales of mobile telephones have gone up
by 17 % in the last quarter of 2010 (compared to
sales in the last quarter of 2009). In 2011 sales have
gone up by 55 % in comparison to the previous year.
Based on the IDC report, it is safe to expect that
sales of mobile telephones will increase by 200 % by
2015 [14]. Mobile devices with sophisticated
software are quite functional – they can be used to
access the cloud – and have begun to replace
personal computers. Anyone with a mobile device
can connect to the Internet whenever needed and
read email, search the Internet or work with business
data, etc.
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Figure 1. A comparison of the growth in mobile
phone sales and the number of malware infections
(logarithm ordinate axis).
Figure 1 shows the rising trend in the number of
malware attacks in relation to the number of mobile
telephone sold – based on research carried out by
IDC [14] and Juniper [15]. On the basis of this data,
it is possible to get an ideal of how fast the numbers
of both smart phones and malware are growing. The
figure of two trends shows that the increase in both
instances is comparable. This is the result of two
factors, (1) the protection of operating systems for
mobile devices is continually getting better, and (2)
the “quality” of malware is also continually
improving. To sum up: more sophisticated protective
measures lead to more sophisticated and subtle
attempts to penetrate this protection.
While the evolution of information technology
has been rapid and efficient, not much has been
gained in regard to information security. As long as
the user stays within the protected environment of a
corporate system, information security is attainable.
The security of a corporate information system is
maintained on the basis of standardized guidelines
for procedures, which have been defined in the past
fifty years. The danger is greatest, when someone
utilizing public networks and simple (insecure)
protocols or software is accessing the virtual
environment of an organization. Users should be
aware that whenever such a connection is
established, a “door” in the protective “wall” of an
information system is opened. This “opening” puts
the information system to great risk. From the user’s
standpoint, there is no difference between connecting
to a corporate information system or the cloud. It
should be noted only, that connections to public or
hybrid clouds are riskier.
When a mobile telephone is used to access data in
the cloud, software on the device can function only
as a user application, which displays data – data
analysis is carried out by cloud software. Computer
scientists have noted that while software is being
developed at a fast pace, little is done to standardize
and certify it. Evidently the problems lies with
software providers, but users should, after all, be
aware of information security issues and act
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accordingly. Often this is not the case therefore
certain software on mobile devices runs unnoticed.
Corporations and other organizations choose to
transfer their data bases to a cloud to minimize the
cost of maintaining an information system. A lease to
a cloud provides space, services, software,
redundancy and unlimited access to data, all at a
much lower cost. The downside is the information
security issue. The Gartner company has published
several analytical reports informing the public about
both the advantages and disadvantages of cloud
computing. One of seven pitfalls described is the
question, how the right to access data in the cloud is
regulated. As soon as an organization transfers its
data to the cloud, it is uncertain who else can access
and possible manipulate their data. Cloud providers
promise data security and privacy, but a leaseholder
to a cloud (or part of one) can’t know for sure, where
the data is and who else can get hold of it. It is quite
possible that data in the cloud can be accessed by
unauthorized persons, i.e. competitors or secret
service agents. When data is stored in the cloud,
much depends on the reliability and capability of the
proprietors Internet connection. A good connection is
an inevitable requirement for anyone intending to
utilize a public or hybrid cloud. The next question to
consider is the quality of data redundancy in the
cloud. Also: Does the cloud truly function without
interruption? Interruptions affect accessibility. We
should also consider legal and proprietary issues in
regard to the contents of the cloud. Redundancy
should be guaranteed so that, should a corporation
change owners, nothing happens to its data [16].
When a mobile device is integrated into a network, it
usually isn’t known what else happens. A good
example of the risk involved is free software on the
Internet, which facilitates on-line payments or data
transfers. Such software may contain potentially
harmful code so consequently our data or money can
be stolen [17]. A mobile device can also be targeted
by software fragments which breach the device by
way of malware, spyware, botnets, or when a
bluetooth connection is established, or through
participation in social networks [17]. Results of
research carried out by Lookout [18] show that the
volume threatening malware applications has
increased significantly in the past six months – by 14
% in comparison to threats from spyware. There is a
possibility that 1 to 4 % of mobile devices are
“infected” because users download free software
[18]. The Juniper company reported that there has
been a 400 % increase in the number of mobile
devices (running on the Android platform) infected
by malware. This report [15] also states that 85 % of
users have inefficient protection on their telephones.
Providers of software for mobile devices usually
install “back doors”, programs which manage
settings and other software on the device without the
knowledge of the owner. Such programs
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automatically send GPS data to locate the user and/or
device, and can even take control of the device [19].
Flores [20] noted that the results of research recently
carried out in different parts of the globe clearly
show that anyone collecting and analyzing data
automatically acquired from mobile devices can
make assumptions about a user’s lifestyle (health,
political preferences, consumer habits, etc.). Known
are incidences, when data was secretly collected with
the help of the GPS module in mobile devices and
stored in larger information databases. Such software
can also monitor the frequency and methods of
communication, which again uncovers a user’s
habits. Kučič [21] commented on the matter of
deleting personal data – when a user stops using
certain software, an Internet browser or his mobile
device, he assumes that he will be able to delete all
personal data and that later no one else will be able
to retain it. By using unauthorized, non-standard
software we can inadvertently open the “door” to the
information system or cloud and greatly increase the
risk that data will be stolen or misused. This
endangers the integrity and business of the whole
organization [22].
The contents, which is being transferred between
server and client applications, is not protected well
enough and is relatively accessible to anyone
determined to get to it. Perpetrators nowadays don’t
necessarily have to be computer scientists to achieve
their goal. The user of a mobile device is the weak
link in information security so employers should
make sure that their employees receive enough
information about safety standards. Good internal
regulations must contain details about correct
procedures, lists of permitted software, Internet
protocols. Employees must be informed about the
consequences of harmful activities or incorrect usage
of a mobile device [23], [3].

3. The Dangers of Mobile Devices
Integrated into Central Information
Systems
Cyber criminals target mobile devices with a
combination of threats, all with the goal to
unlawfully acquire restricted information and profit
from this. Dangerous software combines with threats
which arise when data is transferred from a corporate
information system or cloud. Blended threats are a
combination of separate threats which most often act
simultaneously, but at different levels [24]. Users are
exposed to blended threats as soon as they establish
the connection: mobile device – Internet –
information system. Threats can be direct or indirect.
The most direct threat is, if a mobile device is lost or
stolen. If crucial information and documents are
saved on the device, and its owner hasn’t applied
even the most basic protection (PIN code), then the
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owner alone is responsible for any consequences.
More sophisticated and indirect threats are
interceptions of communication and secretly
implanted software which automatically harvests
information. Indirect threats are usually more severe,
because they are unpredictable, and total protection
from them is impossible.

4. Data Exchanges between Mobile
Devices and Central Information Systems
It used to suffice that the central information system
was protected by a firewall which monitored
incoming communication. Figure 2 shows how
communication used to be exchanged between
Intranets and the Internet.

The cloud is usually integrated into the information
system and controlled by the corporation. Figure 4
shows a corporate central information system
comprising a cloud. The cloud can be owned by the
corporation or leased from an outside provider, who
is responsible for maintenance and trouble-shooting.
Employees access data through their mobile devices
and the Internet. Because public networks can’t be
monitored and controlled by the corporation, their
devices and information systems are exposed to
various threats. These can be indirect (theft of
device, listening in, interception of communication,
etc.) or direct; the latter are unpredictable, so total
protection is almost impossible.
Public cloud is leased by a corporation or other
organization, as shown in figure 5. In this case the
cloud itself presents a danger. As in the case shown
in figure 2, here also, the possibility of a breach is
relatively big. Threats present themselves
independently or simultaneously. The risk of a
breach and loss of data is greater when two systems
are under attack. Because a private cloud is at a
remote location, it is a weak spot in the information
system.

Figure 2. Communication between a corporate
information system and the Internet via firewall, as
in the past.
Until recently there were no wireless mobile devices
that could establish connections to the Internet and
other systems, such as WiFi, UMTS, etc.A firewall
regulates communication between a mobile device
and the information system it is protecting, but the
weak link in the whole system is a mobile device
connected to a public network. When a mobile
device is breached, while it is connected to the
Internet, an unprotected path to the central
information system is opened – the firewall has
already allowed access to the information system
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Communication between a corporate
information system and a mobile device, and
communication between a mobile device and the
Internet, as currently possible.
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Since a mobile device can simultaneously
communicate with various networks, and the
corporate security system allows access to the
information system, the mobile device under attack
of blended threats can seriously endanger the
corporation’s assets (i.e. data and information).
Technical solutions are currently under development,
but because there are yet no general standards, new
safety measures probably won’t be optimally
effective, at least not in the long term. Changes and
adaptations will always be necessary.

5. Safety Standards and Regulations for
Safer Use of Mobile Devices

Figure 4. Communication between the central
information system and a mobile device,
communication between a mobile device and the
Internet, and the utilization of the private cloud.

Figure 5. Communication between the central
information system and a mobile device,
communication between a mobile device and the
Internet, and the utilization of a public cloud.
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Awareness of safety issues in regard to mobile
devices can be a competitive advantage in business
and/or science. Information security is the key to the
integrity of any organization, its employees, business
processes and compiled data. The lack of knowledge
about the safety risks of mobile devices and internal
safety standards can get an organization into serious
trouble. An ignorant user is the first weak point in
any information system; the second weak point is the
absence of standards for the use of hardware and
software. Because of the rapid development of
information technology, which is now used by the
majority of employees, it is necessary to constantly
inform and educate users of the pitfalls of modern
technology. The goal of any organization should be
to ensure that all information technology is used
safely.
A. Safety Regulations
Mobile devices are safe, if they are used in
compliance with safety regulations – these should be
based on the following:
•
Better information security can be achieved,
if an organization defines its own safety standards
and regulations.
•
Safety regulations are a control factor,
functioning as preventive measures in cases of
irresponsible usage of mobile devices in the
corporate environment.
•
Safety regulations define how and why
mobile devices and software can be used.
•
Safety regulations also define legal
responsibilities of the user and/or the organization, if
damages arise from irresponsible usage of mobile
devices.
If an organization succeeds in getting their
employees to comply with safety standards for the
usage of mobile devices, then it has also successfully
limited the risks of blended threats.
B. Mobile Device Protection Toolkit
To ensure that mobile devices are secure, we need
to follow at least the most basic protective measures.
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Threats currently plaguing the highly mobile world
are, not surprisingly, pretty much the same as we
find in computing in general. The implication is
clear: we need strategies and tools that are
remarkably similar to those we've been using on
desktop and notebook PCs for some time. These are
the key requirements for building our mobile device
security toolkit (examine the solutions available)
[25]:
•
Viruses and malware: Antivirus software
for the mobile device operating system is available
from a few vendors today, but this can’t always be
recommended. It's still best to educate users in the
basics – don't visit arbitrary websites, don't download
anything that's not authorized by IT, and use mobile
device management capabilities from your carrier or
implemented within the corporation to verify and
control the configuration of your mobile devices.
•
Encryption: Carrier networks have good
encryption of the airlink in every case, but the rest of
the chain between client and corporate server
remains open, unless explicitly managed. Always use
a VPN connection when dealing with sensitive data.
SSL is the preferred solution, but there are many
good mobile VPN strategies available. Sensitive data
should be available only to authorized users, so file
and volume encryption should really be used.
•
Authentication and authorization: These
requirements fit in nicely with the RADIUS or
similar solution that you're already using for remote
access. We might also look into obtaining, or
enabling (if the mobile device OS is already
equipped), firewall functionality, just as we already
do on our laptops and notebooks.
•
Physical security: Mobile devices will get
lost; that's why authentication and encryption are so
important. Mobile device management can handle
the "phone home" or "remote wipe," depending upon
our preference. But plan for device loss; it will
happen much more often than you think it will.
C. Ensuring a High Level of Information
Security for Mobile Devices
The figure below shows, which security
incidences are a threat to mobile device users, and
how they can protect themselves. Specific threats
are:
•
Unauthorized access to sensitive data stored
in the device,
•
Unauthorized access to data stored on
corporate networks,
•
Attacks from malicious software,
•
The ability to impersonate the authorized
user.
Protection from blended threats can only be
achieved, if the corporation or other organization has
an internal safety policy that regulates information
security. Table 1 shows how to use certain security
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techniques as a leverage to mitigate the risk of
threats to mobile devices [26].
Table 1. Security techniques used to mitigate
information security risks.
Mobile
access

device

Data storage

Data
transmission

Data access

Power-on authentication – Require a poweron password or PIN, so the device cannot
even be powered by an unauthorized user.
Implement a standard process for creating
unique usernames and PINs.
Auto-lock
–
Configure
device
to
automatically lock up after a certain period of
time.
Two-factor authentication – Implement twofactor authentication for access to systems
that contain PHI. Consider the use of tokens,
call-back, and biometrics.
Data encryption – Establish data encryption
for mobile devices. Identify the types of
hardware and electronic media that must be
tracked (hard drives, digital memory cards)
and develop inventory control systems.
Auto-run applications – Prevent memory
cards from automatically running specific
programs.
Encryption – Implement and mandate
appropriately strong encryption solutions for
transmission of PHI. For example access can
be implemented over SSL, IPSec or a similar
VPN technology.
Signed applications – Allow only signed
applications to be loaded onto the devices
(S/MIME, token-based).
Role-based – Employ role-based access as
part of a user-provisioning solution. Different
users may require different levels of access
based on job function. Develop and employ
proper clearance procedures and verify
training of workforce members prior to
granting access.
Logging and auditing – Implement logging
and auditing on device and parent network.
Ensure that the issue of unauthorized access
of PHI is appropriately addressed in the
required sanction policy.

6. Discussion
Trends in the development of information security
technology show that, in the future, analyzing
Internet traffic as well as deviations in routine
system functions will come to the foreground. The
human factor is most often ignored or overlooked.
Any user unaware of the dangers is inevitably the
weakest link. Every employer should realize the
importance of educating employees, because this is
the only way to gain control over various threats to
mobile devices and consequently to the corporate
information system.
In the past the need to secure business
information was stressed, but it is now evident how
important it is to ensure safe usage of mobile
devices, especially since these are handled by
increasing numbers of users [27]. An information
system is as weak (or strong) as its weakest link. It is
therefore important to focus on the least predictable
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and most uncontrollable elements (namely mobile
devices) of the system, but also to uphold security of
all other parts of the system, i.e. the central corporate
system, different clouds, etc. [28]. A step towards
better security is any attempt to spread the
knowledge of the dangers of various threats to
information systems, and also of the consequences of
security breaches [29]. One way for owners and
information system managers to ensure protection is
to put in place a solid safety policy [30]. A good
security policy encompasses standardized rules and
regulations for the safest use of mobile devices [31].
These should be based on the following guidelines:
•
Better information security can be achieved,
if an organization defines its own safety standards
and regulations.
•
Rules and regulations are control factors,
functioning as preventive measures to deter
irresponsible usage of mobile devices in the
corporate environment.
•
Standards should define which mobile
devices and software can be used, and how they
should be used.
•
Regulations also define the legal
responsibilities of users and/or corporation in case of
damages due to irresponsible use of mobile devices.
In addition, corporations should monitor
communication channels and Internet traffic, install
firewalls, encrypt data, and be able to remotely erase
data in case a mobile device gets lost or stolen.
Certain software solutions exist which enable the
user to locate and lock a lost or stolen mobile device.
This software enables remote erasure of data or
return to the manufacturer’s default settings [32].
User authorization should also be in compliance with
information security standards [2]. It’s also important
to choose the appropriate cloud services and
configuration of the central information system.
Furthermore, it’s necessary to have standards and
rules to define the most appropriate devices and
software allowed. Software for mobile devices
changes rapidly, therefore information system
protection should be as flexible and efficient as
possible. Current security guidelines in regard to
hardware and software only partially cover issues
concerning mobile devices. So far we are still
without a system that could effectively monitor (or
restrict) communication and flow of data between
mobile devices and information systems.
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